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I. INTRODUCTION
This investigation considers a non-linear technique for
extracting natural resonances from transient electromagnetic
scattering responses of radar targets. These natural reso-
nances represent the complex poles of the target's transfer
function in the Laplace transform s-plane. The advantage of
their use in identification is their dependence only upon the
geometry and composition of the target and not upon the aspect
and polarization of the incident signal.
Concepts and methodologies evolving from this idea have
been developed based on the Singularity Expansion Method
(SEM) by Baum [Ref . 1] in which the location of s-plane
singularities characterizes a target. The direct extraction
of poles (and residues) from the complex impulse response was
initially attempted by Main and Moffat [Ref. 2]. These two
early references spawned the idea of using natural resonances
as the basis of non-cooperative target recognition (NCTR)
.
The application of the Householder orthogonalization
method using a successive orthogonalization process and the
eigenvalue method, that finds eigenvectors and eigenvalues,
can determine the number and value of poles from the tradi-
tional transient signal model of a scatterer if there is a
sufficiently low level of noise in the data [Ref. 3]. But
both methods show poor quality of performance if we apply

them to the new signal model, even were there is no noise
assumed in the signal data. This new signal model, which
represents the electromagnetic scattering transient response
of actual targets, was recently derived by Morgan [Ref. 4].
As considered in [Ref. 2], the relationship between a
scattering target and the singularities being extracted from
the natural complex resonance signal has been emphasized in
the context of the number of poles and the accuracy of poles
to ensure the unique relationship between an object and its
image. Namely, the accuracy of pole extraction plays an
important part in setting baselines to check consistency
between a received signal and a set of singularities. Also,
[Ref. 2] describes the modeling problem of a signal such that
we express a transient response signal in terms of complex
exponentials and the way it can be manipulated by Prony
s
algorithm. This signal model (termed here as the traditional
model) , was found not to represent the actual transient signal
in the recent work by Davenport [Ref. 5], In 19 82, Manilha,
in his work, commented that the new signal model might be
partitioned into "early time signal" and "late time signal",
each of which characterize the signal by the time instant at
which the traditional model can be acceptable or not [Ref. 3].
This effort considers the development of a method that is
capable of handling the "early time" whose time varying
residues of exponentials do not become constant until the
excitation of the incident field disappears. Such a signal

can not be adequately or accurately modeled by the tradi-
tional model.
It is the intention of this work to investigate a method
that can handle the "early time signal" and show "Robustness"
under relatively heavy noise pollution as well as improving
the accuracy of the poles we are interested in evaluating.
A non-linear parameter optimization approach, through the
modified least-squares minimization method, has been tried.
In particular, we have been interested in evaluating its
performance in improving the accuracy of the poles extracted.
The non-linear parameter optimization approach using itera-
tions has contribued to improvement of accuracy and showed
the possibility of application to the "early time signal" as
was the final goal. We define the "new signal model" as a
causal connection of the "early time signal" and "late time
signal" throughout this paper. The new signal model will be
presented in Chapter II, with both the description of the
transient response mechanism and the way in which the signal
model is constructed through the transient response mechanism.
Chapter III briefly describes the problems associated with the
traditional model, and with many of the current extraction
methods in existence. Chapter IV is devoted to the descrip-
tion of the non-linear parameter optimization through a
modified least-squares method and the way in which the algo-
rithm is implemented. Chapter V presents test results of an
attempt to use this approach for pole extraction and its
performance characteristics. Chapter VI contains a summary
10

of the simulation results, the problems encountered, the
potential problems expected, and the possibility of
application of this method.
Computations were performed using the IBM 30 33 system at
the Naval Postgraduate School. The testing of concept feasi-
bility was the major impetus behind this effort, with concerns
for practical implementation in a "real-time" environment left
for subsequent study. Considerations to the processing speed
will not be addressed in this thesis. All the calculations
were done in a double precision environment.
11

II. SCATTERING TRANSIENT RESPONSE SYSTEM
A. TRANSIENT RESPONSE MECHANISM
An electromagnetic wave incient upon a scattering body
forces currents to be distributed such that Maxwell's equa-
tions and the corresponding boundary conditions are satisfied.
These induced currents produce a scattered field that can be
defined at any coordinate in free space if the expressions for
those currents are made correctly. Changes in the angle of
incidence, the incident wave shape, the polarization mode,
and the target geometry and composition affect the results of
the evaluation of the scattered transient response.
Basically, the singularities uniquely characterize a
scatterer by their number and locations. The corresponding
residues, which are interpreted as the weights of these poles,
either can be viewed in the frequency domain or in the time
domain.
As shown in [Ref. 3], equation (2.1) represents the form
of the scattered signal impulse response of the target, in
digital form
00
H(k) = H (kT) + I Hk exp(kS T) (2.1)™ m=l
where H-(t) = for t > T0, T is the sampling interval and
—
the infinite sum represents the natural resonance response
with complex S = a + jaj in the left-half plane. The polesc m mm
constitute the parameters for NCTR of an object. The process
12

of extracting those parameters from the impulse response
first collects the data points within a finite time period
(time window)
.
The data collected is represented using equation (2.1)
and equation (2.3) which partitions the signal into "early
time" and "late time" components.
oo m-1
X(k) = I H(k) * I I(k) (2.2)
k=0 k=0
T0-1 M-1 oo M-1
X(k) = I H(k) * I I(k) + I H(k) * I I(k) (2.3)
k=0 k=0 k=T0 k=0
early time data late time data
where I(k) is the incident wave at t = kT
T is sampling interval in time.
We can write the equation (2.3) in the form of equation (2.4)
or (2.5). Both of these expressions display the essence of
the new signal model which will be discussed in the next
section.
N
X(k) = I A (k)exp(S k) (2.4)u
, n n
n=l
where A (k) = A for k > T0
n n —
N
X(k) = E(k) + I An exp(SRk) (2.5)
n=l
where E(k) = for k > T0




T0 is the point at which the late time signal starts, so we
consider that a time window might contain the data points
ranging from the one before T0 to that after T0. If we
perform processing on a data window containing the data
points which were from that early time region, we may lose
some of the poles of natural resonance what are likely to be
seen in the late time region. The data points after K0
presumably has all the information regarding poles, even
though there are some extra poles that may be discriminated
from the natural poles. These extra poles are introduced
by the result of noise with relatively low SNR. Also, there
is another risk to lose the natural poles having very high
damping coefficients. There is no effective method yet found
to compromise on having the point in which we can see all the
poles with less extra poles under the higher SNR condition.
Meanwhile, the discrimination of E(k) appears to us as
the quantity to be handled to give improvement in accuracy
of the natural poles. The next section describes the new
signal model based on these aspects and the transient response
mechanism.
B. IMPULSE RESPONSE SIGNAL MODEL
The late time impulse response can be expressed as a




X (k) = 7 A exp(S k) , k=0 ,T, 2T, . . . , (M-l) T (2.6)




where T = At, and M is the number of sampling points.
The signal model expressed in equation (2.6) is valid after
the incident wave has completely illuminated a target and
no forced response remains.
As the mechanism of a transient response system is strictly
governed by the physics and orientation of the target and the
attributes of the incident wave, we can write the equation
(2.7) as an implicit form of equation (2.2), assuming we
strike the target with a plane wave impulse.
co T0-1
X. (k) = I H(k) • I [u(k) - u(k-T0)] (2.7)D k=0 k=0
Combining both equations (2.6) and (2.7), equation (2.9) would
be sufficient if we assume N poles are present.
X(k) = X
a
(k) + Xb (k)
T0-1




k), k=0,T,2T, ..., (M-l)T (2.9)
We call the impulse response signal model, in the form of
equation (2.9), an implicit form of the new signal model.




X(k) = E(k) + J A exp(Snk) (2.10)
n=l
N





where A (k) = A
, for k > T0
n n —
In equation (2.1), the residues are time-varying until
the time at which the augmented function E(k) in equation
(2.10) becomes zero. Thereafter the A (k) = A (constant)
.
To begin with equation (2.10), it is necessary to define
a new independent variable as a parameter whose time behavior
is not predictable along the positive time axis. It is con-
venient to define this as a set of variables. By regarding
them as independent, the equation (2.11) would be in the form
of the equation (2.12) in the discrete digital data processing
sense.
N
X(k) = E(k) + I An exp(S k) (2.12)
n=l n n
T0-1 N
X(k) = I e (k) + I An exp (Snk) (2.13)
n=l n=l
assuming e (k) = E 6(k-n)J n n
The equation (2.14) is expressed in terms of a positive
counting sequence in k . As in the equation, we might evaluate
the equation (2.13) if we know the exact number of poles. But
we know that it is impossible because we are in the region of
the early time. So we write the equation (2.14) as a time
shifted version such as the equation that has meaning from
the observability viewpoint.
T0-1 N
X(k) = I e(k) + I A exp(Sk) (2.14)
n=l n n=l n
16

where k=T0+m, TjJ+ra-1, . .., T0+1,T0, T0-1, ... , T0,0
for m
_>
Here, the examples of the new signal model are presented
in Appendix C, in the form of a decomposed signal. This syn-
thetically generated signal is written in terms of e (k) 's
and the sum of exponentials. In Chapter V, we present the
decomposed signal from the synthetically generated data signal
and that obtained by constructing the E(k) as the results
of the non-linear parameter optimization processing.
C. NOISE
White Gaussian noise is assumed throughout this work. By
introducing the noise into the new impulse signal model, we
call the following equation the modeling function of a tran-
sient response system and the complete and general form of
the new signal model.
N
X(k) = N(k) + I e (k) + J A exp(S k) (2.15)
n=l n n=l n
17

III. PROBLEMS WITH THE TRADITIONAL METHODS
In this chapter, a brief description of problems with
the classic Prony's method, the Householder orthogonalization
technique and the Eigenvalue method are provided. Each of
these methods computes the location of poles in the s-plane
but only the last two methods can estimate the number of poles
prior to the discrimination of the poles.
A. PRONY's ALGORITHM
Equation (2.3) is interpreted as the following difference
equation assigning the values of the real part of the signal at
specified sampling points in its left side of the expression.
N
XW - I An
n=l
X(k
> = l. Vn (3.1)
n=l
N
X((M-l)k) = 7 A Z (M-l)k
**, n n
n=l







can be combined with equation (3.1) to yield the Prony's
difference equation in the form of equation (3.3)
N
I a X(n+k) = 0, for k=0,T,2T, . .. , (M-l) T (3.3)
n=l
Then, we write equation (3.4) from equation (3.3) as
N N-l
I a X(n+k) = I a X(n+k) + a..x(n+k) =0 (3.4)
n=l n=l n N
Using matrix notation, the equation (3.3) may be written as
equation (3.5) or (3.6).
N-l
I a X(n+k) = -a X(n+k) (3.5)
n=l n N
Let a = 1, then equation (3.5) becomes as
*N-1 V-l = "XN (3 ' 6 >
where X^i is N by N circulant matrix of sampled data
A^-_, is N by 1 Prony's coefficients matrix
jc, is N by 1 row matrix of sampled data set
^'N+l' •*• ' X2N-1^
The Prony's coefficient a 's are to be calculated by
making use of the characteristics of the circulant matrix X.
*N-1 = (Vl XN-1 )_1 ^-1 XN (3 - 7)
As described in the above, this method can be applied after
the number of poles are known to us, then the value of the









)/k, for k > 2N (3.8)
B. HOUSEHOLDER ORTHOGONALIZATION METHOD
A general expression of equation (3.2) may be represented




• • • + aN .
zN '
= (3.9)
where N' is the unknown variable
Then, the equation (3.9) is to be satisfied under the condi-
tion that there are enough sampled data points m > 2N.






+ aN'V = (3 * 10)
where the N by 1 sampled data matrix is defined as
x. = [X(i), X(i+2), . . .
,
x(M-N-i+l)]
Application of the successive orthogonalization through the
Gram-Schmit process would produce the orthogonal vector set.
= {o0' °1' ' * * ' °N' }
n-1
where o = x - J <x ,o.> o. (3.11)n n . L nl n' i ii=0
If we set the o^ to be 1, then the N by 1 x matrix is going
to be in the form of equation (3.11)
.
n-1
x =o + 7 <x , o. > o. (3.12)
n n . L rt n' i l
So that the equation (3.12) holds as X=0M. In the above,
M is the 2-D matrix of multiplication factors whose diagonal
20

elements are all l's. Here, an orthogonal vector o, makes
the corresponding data set x. to be orthogonal to all the
previous vectors x - x._,. If we have had all the x vectors
during i-1 times of successive orthogonalization process
such that there is a non-zero orthogonal vector. We have to
receive continuously the next data set x. ,, and check whether* i+l
the orthogonal vector in the next step is zero or under a given
threshold. If it vanishes, we can say that we have (i-1)
poles. Our test against noise polluted data signal using the
Householder method showed the inability of handling the early
time signal as well as the data being heavily polluted.
C. EIGENVALUE METHOD
Again, from the equation (3.10), we can rewrite this
equation as in the form of equation (3.14)
.
w -* (3 - 14)
where X = [x^lx.. I . . . I x.,
, ]
The eigenvector can be derived from the equation (3.15) by







From this equation, we find the eigenvalues correspond to
eigenvectors to see if there is any eigenvalue approaching
zero. If there is one zero or under threshold, we also
consider the number of poles as N'-l. Even both the
21

Householder orthogonalization method and the Eigenvalue
method can provide the means of calculating the number of
poles, their algorithm (tending to fit the data points to
the traditional signal model) showed the lack of generality
22

IV. NON-LINEAR PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION APPROACH
A. INTRODUCTION
In 1963, Marquardt suggested an algorithm for the least-
squares estimation of non-linear parameters [Ref. 6] when
highly accurate parameter values are required. As we can
see in the signal model in equation (2.14), that new signal
model has multiple parameters that are functions of time.
Here, we rewrite that equation again in the form of equation
(4.1) .
X(k) = N(k) + T1en <k) + ! An exP (Snk) (4 - 1}
n=k n=l
where e (k) = 0, for k > T0
n • —
We are not interested in the value of e
n
( k ) itself, but
include their estimations in order to contribute to the
accuracy of S 's and A_ ' s
.
J n n
In other words, the extrapolation of the sum of exponen-
tials, which is assumed to have all the poles, to points in
the early time region may provide more accurate poles and
residues simultaneously.
The major advantage is the fact that we can make use of
the high SNR data signal in the early time region with the




We will be processing on a data window whose vector
length is to be increased one by one by moving the first
element of that vector toward the time-origin point. The
optimization process evaluates the normal equation to find
the local optimized set and finds the global optimized set
as its final goal.





n/ E(k) } = J [X» (k) -X(k)]
Z (4.3)
n=l
where X' (k) is a measured data point
To have minimized the least-squares error at every instant
of measured time, the ERROR function has to be minimized by
obtaining the global set of parameters being optimized. We
also can write equation (4.3) in a more concrete manner as in
equation (4.4).
M-l M-l ,
ERROR {X} = I [X'(k) - X(k)] = I e(k)
Z (4.4)
k=0 k=0 n
where X = [E(k),A ,S ]L
' n' n J
Non-linear parameters such as e (k) must be obtimized ine n
a way such that the more accurate values of S have to be
calculated as we increase the number of non-linear parameters
e . Users may define the numbers of parameter e 's that
n • c n
are at least equal to or greater than the number of data
points in the early time region. Now it is our task to find








tion processing, either in the global sense as it is represented







where k=0,T,2T . . . , (M-l)K
11=1,2, . . . , N
With using the normal equation, as it is shown in the (4.6),
a global set of non-linear set of parameters can be obtained
through an iterative evaluation and fitting process. In our
simulation work, the modified least-squares method was the
basis of the equation (4.6).
B. THE MODIFIED LEAST-SQUARES METHOD
The error function is rewritten as in the expression of
the equation (4.7).
ERROR{k,x} = X' (k) - X(k, x£) (4.7)
where X'(k) is the k-th sampled data
X(k, x) is the model function
x is a vector containing the k-th sampled
Let us define x^ to be an initial estimated value of x, then
n
a sequence of approximations to the optimized value is to be
generated by the equation (4.8)
.
m+1 m m _ r D + jT j i-l jT ERR0R(xm) (4#8)L m m mm m
where J is the numerical Jacobian matrix evaluated
m
m is iteration number of successive optimization







a is a Marquardt parameter
The number of total iterations can be controlled by the
threshold which is defined as in the equation (4.9) .
, m+1 m / a n\d = x - x (4.9)
26

V. TEST RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. INTRODUCTION
In order to establish the ability of the program listed
in Appendix B to extract the poles and residues correctly,
three different simulated signals, each of which is polluted
with infinite, 30 dB and 15 dB SNR, were created by the syn-
thetic signal data generation routine. These 3 sets of signal
data were chosen to span a range of possible situations.
In the context of the transient signals and additive sta-
tionary Gaussian noise being used , the definition of SNR is
in terms of a ratio of energy quantities intergrated over the




RESIDUES ( Nep. GHZ )
1.0 + il.0 -1.0 + il.0
1.0 - il.0 -1.0 - il.0
Simulated signal 2 consists of 2 sets of pairs of complex
conjugate poles and residues, which is an extrapolation of the
simulated signal 1, using its parameters. Simulated signal 3
has 3 sets of pole-residue pairs, extrapolating from signal 2.
There are 5 options in the signal generation program in
choosing a particular function of E(k) . In this simulation
work, a trapezoidal wave form of E(k) was used with T0=0 .42
nsec. So that the unknown parameters that are to be augmented
27

at every processing step will be a maximum of 10 plus 4 times
the number of poles at the final processing stage, when we





1.0 + ii.ja -1.0 + n.0
i.0 - il.0
-1.0 - il.0
0.5 + i0.5 -2.0 + i2.0





1.0 + il.0 -1.0 + il.0
1.0 " il.0 -1.0 ~ il.0
0.5 + i0.5 -2.0 + i2.0
0.5 - i0.5 -2.0 - i2.0
0.25 + i0.25 -3.0 + i3.0
0.25 - i0.25 -3.0 - i3.0
The results of varying the number of additional data
points from zero (all the data points are from late time
region) to ten extra data points (10 extra points are from
early time region are added to the points of late time
region) are contained in Table IV through XII. These nine
28

cases correspond to the 3 synthetic signals, each having
3 additive noise levels. The 3 synthetic signals are plotted
in Appendix C. In the next section, the accuracy of pole
extractions, as indicated in the tables are displayed by way
of graphical pole maps. In addition, reconstructed waveform
obtained from the parameter extractions are compared graphi-










NUMB. CF POLE: 2
TAELE CF RESIDUES AND POLES
PAIR 4 RES-REAL RES-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
i 1.0CCCOO0O 1.00000000 -1.00000000 1.00000000
2 1.CCCC30C0 -1. CCOCCOOO -l.GOOCCQQC -1.00000000
RESULTS CF 0FTIMZAT1CN *ITH EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FGLE-IMAG
1 C.9 C.<S6610 1.00001592 -0.99994705 C. 99996971
2 0.99996563 -1.00001375 -0.99994777 -0.99993971
RESULTS CF OPTIMIZATION WITH 2 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR rf RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG FCLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 1.0CC00251 0.99999667 -1.C00CC025 1.0C000085
2 1.CCC30251 -0.99999667 -1.00000026 -1.0C000085
RESULTS CF OPTIMIZATION WITH 4 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR ft RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
i 1.0CCQ13C8 1.CC000329 -1.C00C1536 0.99999999
2 1.0CCC1311 -1. COOOC330 -1.000015*5 -1.00000002
RESULTS CF OPTIMIZATION WITH 6 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR * RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 C.99S25213 1.00003040 -0.99979429 0.99993208
2 0.99985210 -1. CC003047 -0.99979441 -0.99993213
RESULTS CF OFTIMZATICN WITH 8 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR tf RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 1.CCCCC036 1. GC001011 -1.00000472 0.99999818
2 1.0CC00026 -1.00001041 -1.C00CC54C -0.99999838
RESULTS CF OPTIMIZATION WITH 10 EXTRA DATA PCJ_NTS
PAIR U RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 1.0CCG0457 C. 99999062 -0.99999674 1.C0000165










NUMB. CF POLE: 2
TAELE CF RESIDUES_AND POLES
PAIR # RES-REAL RES-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 L.0CC000C3 1.00000000 -1.00000000 1.00000000
2 l.OCCCOOCO -1. CCOCCCOO -i.COCCCOOC -1. 00000009
RESULTS CF CF1IMIZAT ICN WITH EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR 4 RES. -REAL FES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 1.01CC6372 0.92346346 -0.77676493 1.00370076
2 1.03215188 -1.10738236 -1.30247&22 C.991<3743o
RESULTS CF OPTIMIZATICN KITH 2 EXTRA OATA PCINTS
PAIR # RES.-FEAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 1.0107C336 1.CC36G284 -1.C0951167 C. 99979304
2 1.0107C239 -1.00360275 -1.00951163 0.99979306
RESULTS CF OPTIMIZATION WITH 4 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR U RES.-FEAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 1.01066217 1.003o7655 -1.C0952849 0.99977751
2 1.01066632 -1.0C367409 -1.00953782 -0.99977735
RESULTS CF 0F1IMZATICN WITF 6 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR U RES.-FEAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 1.01C5974G 1.00357123 -1.C093C702 0.999785ti0
2 1.01Q5? 6 79 -1.00257126 -1.C0930751 0.99978574
RESULTS CF QF71MZATICN UITh 8 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR 4 RES.-FEAL FES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 1.C106194G 1.00362571 -1.00950587 0.99978686
2 1.C1068C33 -1.00262626 -1.C095C58E -0.99978699
RESULTS CF OPTIMIZATICN WITH 10 EXTRA OATA POINTS
PAIR # RES.-FEAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 1.01069621 1.00260379 -1.C095C576 0.99979175










NUMB. GF POLE: 2
TABLE CF RESIDUES AND PGLES
PAIR * RES-REAL FES-IMAG PGLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 l.CCCCCQCO 1. CCOOOOOO -I. 00000000 1,00000000
2 l.OCCOOOOO -l.COOOOOOO -l.GQQCCOOC -1.00000000
RESULTS CF OPTIMIZATION WITH EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR U RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG PCLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 0.56C47982 1.29922892 -0.5789C084 0.96886304
2 1.59727710 -0.80336947 -1.57012329 -0.91419374
RESULTS CF 0F7IMIZATICN WITH 2 EXTRA OATA PCINTS
PAIR U RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 1.06C57099 1.02070489 -1.053C6349 0.99869679
2 1. 06C57923 -1. C2071795 -1.05306276 -0.99869878
RESULTS CF OFTIMIZATICN WITH 4 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR i RES.-REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL POLE-IMAG
1 1.06C53386 1.02072970 -1.05304404 0.99868990
2 1.06C52818 -1. C2073354 -1.053C4091 -0.99869088
RESULTS CF OFTIMIZATICN WITH 6 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR # RES.-REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 1.06C51499 1.02073547 -1.05295266 0.99873653
2 1.06054674 -1.02072794 -1.05313212 -C. 99664419
RESULTS CF OFTIMIZATICN WITH 8 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR H RES.-REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 1.02449720 1.C9889916 -0.66485231 1.01775339
2 1.07C48258 -1.10030318 -1.O39C7420 -0.93004124
RESULTS CF OPTIMIZATION WITh 10 EXTRA DATA PGINTS
PAIR * RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POi-E-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 1.02166928 1.11984550 -1.56675312 0.92761091










NJMB. CF POLE: 4
TABLE CF_RESICUES AND POLES
PAIR # RES-REAL RES-IMAG POLE-REAL POLE-IMAG
1 1.GCCC0GC0 1. C0O00OOO -1.00000000 1.00000000
2 1.CCCC0O0O -1.CC000000 -l.OOCCCOOG -1.00000000
3 0.5CCCC0C3 G.5C00C000 -2.00000000 2.00000300
4 C.5CCC00C0 -0. 5C0CC000 -2.000CC00C -2.00000000
RESULTS CF GPIiMZATICN WITH EXTRA DATA PCJNTS
PAIR # RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAu
i 1.0CCCCC54 0.99998637 -1.00000054 1.00000162
2 1.CCCC0019 -0.99998792 -0.99999323 -1.00000180
3 0.49993635 0.50005618 -2.00005518 1.99995365
4 0.49995131 -C. 50004431 -2.C0024952 -1.99994115
RESULTS CF 0F1I* I ZAT I CN WITH 2 EXTRA CATA PCINTS
PAIR # RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG PCLE-REAL POLE-IMAG
1 C.999C6513 C. 99549512 -0.99792594 C. 99998185
2 0.999Q64C5 -C.99549467 -0.99792606 -0.99998794
3 0.47735342 0.48850313 -1.95118748 1.99896225
4 0.47735838 -C. 4885C442 -1.953C6779 -1.99350918
RESULTS CF 0F1IMZATICN WITH 4 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR 4 RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG PCLE-REAL FCLE-IMAG
1 C.999C6256 0.99549224 -0.99793418 0.99993541
2 0.99906321 -0.99549228 -0.99791438 -0.99998413
3 0.47727187 0.48348083 -1.95232122 1.99855642
4 0.47756975 -C. 48847526 -1.9519C026 -1.99393520
RESULTS CF 0P1INIZAT ICN WITH 6 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR * RES.-REAL RES.-IMAG PCLE-REAL POLE-IMAG
1 C. 999C6743 0.99549467 -0.99793003 0.99998501
2 0.99906717 -C. 99549457 -0.99792354 -C. 99993463
3 C. 47739612 0.48847662 -1.95179495 1.99874576
4 0.47739443 -C. 48847686 -1.95248987 -1.99875751
RESULTS CF GPIIMZATICN WITH 8 EXTRA DATA PCJNTS
PAIR # RES.-REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL POLE-IMAG
1 1.015148C9 C. 93882407 -1.12954971 1.01650809
2 1.0C949031 -0.98875294 -0.8847C066 -0.99C67o96
3 C. 78175371 0.36507609 -2.03189450 2.04744671
4 C. 14119323 -0.56814961 -1.95892411 -1.92532259
RESULTS CF GPIIMZATICN WITH 10 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR * RES.-REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL POLE-IMAG
1 1.02706396 0.98982102 -1.16328021 1.01920699
2 1.02C53154 -C. 99088746 -0.8681587C -0.99077552
3 0.34656670 0.59967646 -1.95544269 1.95297375










NUMB. CF POLE: 4
TAeLE_CF RESIDUES AND POLES
PAIR n RES-REAL RES-IMAG FOLE-PEAL POLE-IMAG
1 1.OCC00OCO 1.C0OC00OO -l.GOCCCOOG 1.00000000
2 1.CCCCC0C0 -1.CC0000OO -1.OOOC0OO0 -1.00000000
3 C.5CC0COOO G.5COCCGOO -2.000CC00C 2.00COOOCO
4 C.5CCCC0C0 -0.50000000 -2.00000000 -2.00000000
RESULTS CF OPTIMIZATION WITH EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR * RES. -REAL RES.-I^AG FCLE-REAL FQLE-IMAG
1 C. 99412945 C. 99056805 -0.92916755 0.99202t>0<*
2 C.9Sf46280 -C.99069937 -1.06493363 -i.GD8t5o06
3 C.OCC00010 C. 56023544 -1.96891695 1.90054350
4 0.87406384 -0.32304349 -2.04566871 -2.05396332
RESULTS CF OPTIMIZATION WITH 2 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR * RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FQLE-IMAG
1 0.99906513 0.99549512 -0.99792594 0.99993185
2 G.999C64C5 -0.99549467 -0.99792606 -0.99996794
3 0.47735342 0.48850313 -1.95118748 1.9989o225
4 0.47735838 -0.48850442 -1.953C6779 -1.99650918
RESULTS CF OPTIMIZATION WITH 4 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR s RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL POLE-IMAG
1 0.99906256 0.99549224 -0.99793418 0.99998541
2 0.99906321 -0.99549228 -0.99791438 -0.99996413
3 0.47737187 0.48848088 -1.95222122 1.99855o42
4 0.47736977 -0.48647526 -1.95190026 -1.99893520
RESULTS CF OPTIMIZATION WITH 6 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR # RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL PCLE-IMAb
1 0.99906743 C. 99549467 -0.99793003 0.99996501
2 0.999C6717 -C.99549457 -0.99792354 -0.99996468
3 0.47739612 0.48847662 -1.95179495 1.9967457b
4 0.47739443 -0.48847686 -1.95248967 -1.99675751
RESULTS CF OPTIMIZATION WITH 8 EXTRA DATA POINTS
PAIR * RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL POLE-IMAG
1 1.015148C9 C. 98882407 -1.12954971 1.01650809
2 1.CC949031 -C. 98875294 -0.8847C066 -0.99067696
3 0.78175371 0.36507609 -2.0318945C 2.047*4671
4 0.14219333 -0.56614961 -1.95692411 -i. 92532259
RESULTS CF OPTIMIZATION hITH 10 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR * RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG FOLE-REAL POLE-IMAG
1 1.027063=6 0.98982102 -1.16328021 1.01=20699
2 1.02C53154 -C. 99088746 -0.86815870 -0.9*077552
3 0.34*56670 0.59967646 -1.95544269 1.95297675










NUMB. CF POLE : 4
TABLE CF_RESIGUES AND POLES
PAIR # RES-REAL RES-IMAG POLE-PEAL POLE-IMAG
1 1.0CCC00OO 1.00000000 -1.00000000 1.00000000
2 1.CCCJ0000 -1. CC0C0000 -1.0OCC00OC -1.00000000
3 C.5CCGC003 0.50000000 -2.000CC0OC 2.00000000
4 C.5CCCCCC0 -0. 50000000 -2.00000000 -2.00000000
RESULTS CF OFTIKIZATICN *ITh EXTRA DATA PGINTS
PAIR * RES.-REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FuLE-IMAG
1 C.96C912C5 0.96731225 -0.97658042 0.9982294c
2 C.96C926C3 -C. 96731915 -0.97544458 -0.99811586
3 0.52307777 0.22152280 -1.54312287 2.10614539
4 C. CCCGC013 -0.42428522 -1.38794994 -1.83372419
RESULTS CF QFTIMZATICN hJTh 2 EXTRA DATA PGINTS
PAIR # RES.-REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 0.96511311 0.96627888 -0.9939G301 1.00027364
2 0.96526467 -C.96632064 -0.95966500 -0.99679353
3 0.QCC00010 0.49329107 -1.469C5167 1.85021464
4 C. 5545C498 -C. 13648901 -1.66572130 -2.12454338
RESULTS CF OFIIMIZATICN kITh 4 EXTRA DATA POINTS
PAIR U RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL POLE-IMAG
1 C. 96128516 0.96679315 -0.98935769 0.99965070
2 0.96144723 -0.96682559 -0.9622617C -0.99687448
3 G.OCCG0010 0.54101355 -1.50069226 1.85232329
4 C. 5C251383 -0.09527370 -1.60980060 -2.13416731
RESULTS CF 0P1IMIZATICN MTh 6 EXTRA DATA POINTS
PAIR § RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL POLE-IMAG
1 1.062944 79 0.93763540 -1.25949424 1.04272728
2 1.C1484084 -G. 94095523 -0.7727797C -0.98546978
3 0.62674427 0.16116490 -1.75026751 2.11201876
4 C. CCC00010 -0. 5197C056 -1.59036824 -1.84519866
RESULTS CF 0P7IMIZATICN fcJTh 8 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR~# RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 0.962C4511 0.96782052 -0.98449408 0.99905219
2 0.96212258 -0.96782270 -0.9694CS93 -0.99752145
3 0.0CC0OO10 0.39719908 -1. 3fc627992 1.83147922
4 0.54632361 -0.25136131 -1.56644065 -2.10011869
RESULTS CF 0P1INIZATICN WITH 10 EXTRA DATA PCINTS
PAIR 4 RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG POLE-REAL FOLE-IMAG
1 1.3CS71G67 0.96985420 -1.20987398 1.02332264
2 1.0C235344 -C. 97024550 -0.81824047 -0.98822709
3 C.576C7620 0.19510021 -1.6G621996 2.10722391























































































































6 0.25C00768 -C. 249S5482 -3.00067868 -3.00005033








PAIR # RES. -REAL RES.-IMAG
1 1.0CC00031 1. CC000C04
2 1. GCCC00C8 -0.99999999
3 C.5CCGCC29 G. 45595878
4 0.5CCOG073 -0.45995513
5 0.24559713 0. 25000137
6 C.25CQ03C6 -0. 249S5453
36






















































































































NUMB. OF POLE: 6





























































































































































































RESULTS OF OPTIMIZATION WITH 8 EXTRA DATA POINTS





























RESULTS OF OPTIMIZATION WITH 1J EXTRA DATA POINTS
PAIR * RES. -REAL
1 0.99337417
2 0.99337150 -0
3 0.442 3 9 942
4 0.44239753 -0
5 3.15478007
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6 C.CCCCG010 -0.21428806 -1.61287861 -2.76554177
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O000.06 OK) 0.18 0.20 0.26 0.30 0.36 0*0 0.46 0.50
Time in nsacond
Figure 5.1. Estimated E(k) for Signal 1 of 15 dB SNR.
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Figure 5.2. Estimated E(k) for Signal 1 of 15 dB SNR,
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Unlike the traditional methods, this method revealed
itself as one that can be applicable to a general scattering
problem, including the early time data. A potential superiori-
ty of this method over the traditional methods is found in its
capability of handling the early time signal that has relative-
ly large energy content and less sensitivity to the fixed noise
level
.
Regarding the capability of handling the early time signal,
the performance of this method seems to be very high compared
with the traditional methods which do not model that signal
generically. But, two points need to be considered when we
ensure this high degree of performance. One important point
is that we be able to estimate properly the number of poles to
optimally ask for. This will depend upon the SNR of the data,
increasing generally with increasing SNR. The actual physical
scattering data has an infinite number of poles but, because
the energy content of natural modes tends to drop off rapidly
beyond the bandwith of the excitation signal the higher order
poles are ignored, blanding with the noise present. Another
point is that the initial data window has to contain only the
late time signal data.
As the results of the tables in the previous pages indi-
cate, converging characteristics of the value of parameters
is not blocked by a high level of noise pollution. It has
been observed that the computed value of poles are likely to
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converge closely to the true values that are listed in Tables
I through III either by choosing the number of poles as small
or by increasing the size of the data window. Even though it
is hard to prove this optimality of this method (due to the
non-linearity of the scattering transient response signal
model) , handling of the early time signal seems to be cast
into a simpler problem space and that optimality may be ex-
plained by observing the parameters at every processing step.
Namely, the parameter estimation of this method is less
influenced by the unreliable points than the more accurate
ones. Figure 5.1 and 5.2 and the results in the previous
section explain the reason why the above assertion is valid.
We see that the estimated value of parameters through optimi-
zation is not going to worse as we include the early time
data points (these data points can be regarded as the unrelia-
ble data when we extrapolate the sum of exponentials of the
late time region into those of the early time region) into the
data window what we see. But, as we are adding more data
points of the late time region, improved values of parameters
are obtained through processing, as in the results and Fig.
5.2. Although this is true, we still see that the plot of
E(k) in Fig. 5.2 does not provide sufficient data to confirm
that an improvement of accuracy depends only on the number of
late time data points, because those data points have a lower
level of SNR locally. Now, let us get back to Tables IV, VII,
and X. For the signal inputs whose SNRs are assumed to be
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infinite (noise free) , we have a set of parameters whose
values are not converging to the true values as we add an
increased number of unknowns. These results ensure us that
the increased computer round-off errors obtained by more
data processing (more parameters to extract) will produce
divergence. Even initially with low SNR, the increased
signal energy in the additive early-time data may improve
the results until, by adding enough extra data points and
parameters, round-off error will eventually catch up with
the most optimized one and beyond a specific point the
results will begin to diverge. So that, in a general sense,
we can say that the improvement in accuracy may be obtained
either by the number of data points or by making use of the
data points of high SNRs. If we consider a signal having
high damping coefficients we can not use the signal data
what are likely to be hidden by noise. The technique used
here in processing the data proceeds by sliding the first
data point along the time-axis towards the origin until the
data window expands its range up to time-origin by adding
the unknown parameters E(k) 's which is the same as the number
of data points in the early time region.
Figures 5.3 through 5.11 shows how rapidly the parameters
we want to derive converge to the true values, within a con-





A modified least-squares minimization method has been
developed and tested against synthetically generated signal
data using a non-linear parameter optimization algorithm.
The effect of varying the number of data points either in
the region of early time or in the late time under various
typical noise environments has been studied, defining the
criteria for using this algorithm for the extraction of poles
and residues under relatively heavy background noise, as well
as for the time varying residue signals modeled by Morgan
[Ref. 4].
In an attempt to use this method for signals with high
damping coefficients, 3 synthetically generated signals were
used as the inputs (Appendix C) . Extraction of poles from
the direct synthetic signal waveform was done through non-
linear numerical evaluations, not by the Prony-based evalua-
tions which were used in the traditional method. The
parameter estimating algorithm for this non-linear signal
model had worked successfully, providing users with optimized
parameters that were converging to the true values, within
specified convergence bounds. It was found that although we
have the early time signal data having very high SNR, those
data can not contribute to improving accuracy by simply





In order to get more accurate values of poles, we have
to have an increased base of late time signal data, which
have relatively low SNR.
It has been shown that this method is "robust" even under
heavy noise conditions. But three basic requirements have to
be met for using this method as a general methodology; the
optimal number of requested poles has to be known in advance
to processing, reasonable initial estimation of parameters
has to be made, and the transition time from early to late
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